Specialty Coffee Carts for
outdoor events, town centers
and shopping malls

About Us
As part of the Catering Crazy group, Coffee Crazy specialises in providing
espresso coffee bars for any event. We already provide a wide range of
corporate entertainment through our parent company JARM
Amusements, our coffee carts are designed to provide a sophisticated
additional service.
Gourmet coffee is one of the fastest growing markets in the U.K., but
sadly many people have never tasted a proper cup of espresso, or one of
the myriad of drinks derived from it. Instant coffee is as far removed from
espresso as the space shuttle is from a bicycle. We provide a range of
different units fitted with integral water and waste systems, along with
refrigeration units and even electricity generators when needed.
Our core business is corporate entertainment where the coffee units are
hired from us (along with a trained barista and all of the ingredients). We
do however also attend many outdoor events, charity events, weddings,
private parties and other functions. If you have any event that is expecting
large numbers of people, we may be able to provide a cart on a
commission basis, that is we charge the public for their coffee and then
pay you a percentage of the takings.
Additionally, the Catering Crazy group can provide a range of other
catering services, including ice cream, popcorn, candy floss, crepes,
mulled wine and hot food.

Corporate Events

Do you want to maximise your sales?, offering gourmet coffee to potential
clients not only helps to get them into your store/showroom/exhibition stand, it
helps to leave a lasting impression.
We have a number of packages available for corporate events, weddings,
parties etc. These range from a manned cart with 100 servings of coffee to
deals with unlimited servings.. This enables you to tailor the espresso package
to suit your budget, obviously a company hiring the cart for an all day exhibition
requires a different package to someone organising a small family wedding,
and wanting to offer a non alcoholic alternative to the usual beverages.
We use Fairtrade coffee beans as standard, helping to provide sustainable
development in the third world.
Generally we use disposable cups for our coffee, however at an exhibition or
an event such as a premier ball, we would be able to arrange for the use of
‘real’ cups.

Public Events

We regularly attend public and charity events with our range of Victorian style catering carts. If
you are organising an event and would like a gourmet coffee cart or perhaps fun food such as
popcorn and candy floss, feel free to contact us.
We can negotiate either a fixed pitch rent for attending your event, or we may be able to work
with you on a percentage basis.
In addition to our range of catering units, we are also able to offer a full range of funfair
attractions, everything from a hook a duck stall to the latest white knuckle thrill rides.
Visit our website www.funfairgames.net for further details of what may be available to attend
and enhance your event.

